Problem
We call a set of quantum states {|ψ 0 , |ψ 1 , . . . , |ψ d−1 } geometrically uniform if there is a unitary operator U that transforms |ψ j into |ψ j+1 for all j, with indices read mod d. Suppose now that N copies of those geometrically uniform states are given, i.e.,
If we have a quantum memory, and can do collective measurements on the N systems, the square-root collective measurement will be the optimal strategy and provide the minimum error [1] . Otherwise, we must rely on measurements performed on individual copies.
Does there always exist a suitably designed individual measurement strategy that asymptotically reaches the minimum error of the collective measurement?
Background
This problem is relevant particularly to eavesdropping strategies in quantum cryptography [2, 3, 4, 5, 6] . In those cryptographic scenarios, Eve obtains N copies of quantum states, which are geometrically uniform as defined above, and distinguishing them would tell her what the secret value of two legitimate parties is. In [5] and [6] , the security condition is obtained under the assumption that Eve can store quantum states for a while and apply collective measurements, i.e., she has the so-called quantum memory. Once an individual measurement strategy that achieves the optimal collective measurement is provided, Eve does not need the quantum memory any more.
Apart from the cryptographic model, this problem is in general interesting as one instance of whether quantum memory is essentially required or not.
Partial Solution
One partial solution is provided in [7] , where an individual measurement strategy that asymptotically saturates the minimum error of collective measurement is shown for the case of d = 1. It is interpreted, namely Bayesian updating, that measurement result of the jth copy tells what the (j + 1)th measurement has to be.
